Conference Venue

Conference sessions are in the Don Myers Technology & Innovation Building (DMTI), room 111, on the East Campus of the American University.

If you enter the building here, behind the Eagle statue, Room 111, the main conference venue, will be immediately on your right.

WiFi

Free WiFi = AUGuest-ByRCN, with no password. Good in all University buildings and most outdoor areas.
Transportation

1. Hotel Shuttle

Glover Park Hotel & The Graham Georgetown provides complimentary shuttle from the hotel (2505 Wisconsin Ave, Washington DC 20007) to the conference venue. The shuttle schedule will be adjusted to bring participants to the American University each day before the conference breakfast and the first session and to bring them back to the hotel after the conclusion of conference activities.

2. Public Transport

If you are taking the metro, get off at the Tenleytown/AU metro station on the red line. When you exit the metro, take the AU Shuttle which is located at a MetroBus stop outside the metro exit. The ride is free, and you will not need to show any ID to take the bus. Take the AU Blue Route shuttle to the Kerwin Hall stop. When you exit the shuttle, cross Nebraska Avenue at the street light, enter East campus, and then the Don Myers building behind the statue of an Eagle.

Here is more information about AU Blue Route Shuttle, including a live bus tracking link.
3. Driving and Parking

East campus is located in the northwestern part of Washington DC, between Massachusetts Ave. on the north, Nebraska Ave. on the west, and New Mexico Ave. on the south. When driving to the Conference, use the address: 3501 Nebraska Ave NW, Washington, DC 20016.

For parking, there is a surface parking lot and the underground parking garage.

The surface parking lot is located on East Campus with a right turn only entrance off of Nebraska Ave. Once parked, you will need to enter your license plate number into the kiosk to pay for parking.

If you are driving on Nebraska Ave. from Ward Circle, the left turn into East Campus is not permitted. It may be more convenient to use underground parking in the SIS Building. To enter this parking garage, turn right from Nebraska Ave. at the intersection with New Mexico Ave. Watch for the signs, some parking slots are not allowed. The kiosk is near the elevator.

Parking fee is $2.00/hr or $16.00/day. Conference participants can register as guests and purchase virtual guest parking permits on AU Parking Portal. They can be purchased in advance or any time before you park.
Hotel Information

The Glover Park Hotel - Georgetown provides a special rate for the participants of ISQC. The rate is $169 per night per room; here is the special booking link for ISQC conference participants:


At this site, you can adjust the number of adults and children by clicking “Guests”, adjust your arrival and departure dates by clicking “Check-in” and “Check-out”, and you have a choice between the rate is valid through you have a choice between rooms with one king size bed, one king bed with a city view, and two queen beds. The rate is contracted through August 20, in case if you’d like to spend a weekend in Washington D.C.

The rate is guaranteed for reservations made by July 16. After that day, reservations at this rate are accepted if space is available. If your plans change, the hotel accepts cancellations by 4 pm, two days prior to your planned arrival.

The hotel is located at 2505 Wisconsin Ave NW Washington DC 20007, which is 1.4 miles or 2.3 km from the Conference. The hotel will provide complimentary shuttle service to the Conference in the morning and from the Conference after the conclusion of talks. You can also commute by city bus routes N2 and N4 that run along Massachusetts Ave.
Sightseeing Ideas

The conference program and your registration includes a 4-hour bus city tour on August 16. More sightseeing of the Nation’s Capital? Here are some ideas.

- **Capital Bikeshare** – 200 feet from ISQC, on Nebraska Ave. There are 300 bikeshare stations around Washington D.C. $2 per 30 min or $8 for 24 hours.
- **Washington National Cathedral** – 1.2 miles from ISQC and 0.7 miles from the Glover Park hotel. Open until 5 pm. Guided tours until 3:30 pm. Elevators into one of the towers – the highest point of Washington D.C.
- **United States Naval Observatory** – 1.8 miles from ISQC.
- **Embassy Row** – 2 miles from ISQC, along Massachusetts Ave.
- **Georgetown** – 2 to 3 miles from ISQC, along Wisconsin Ave.
- **National Mall** – 4.5 to 6 miles from ISQC.